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Abstract
The main notions and tools from white noise analysis are set up on
the basis of the calculus of Gaussian random variables and the S-transform. A
new proof of the formula for the S-transform of rto integrals is given. Moreover,
measurability and the martingale property with respect to the Brownian filtration
are characterized in terms of the S-transform. This allows to extend these notions
to random variables and processes, respectively, in the space of Hida distributions.

1. Introd uetion
This paper is not written for specialists in Gaussian white noise analysis and/or Malliavin
calculus, but rather as an introduction for probabilists who might want to apply these
methods to concrete problems. In particular, the specialists will not find much here which
is really new, except for a slightly different perspective, the extension of the notions of
measurability and martingales to the space of Hida distributions, and a - as far as we
know - new simple proof for the formula of the S-transform of Ito integrals.

"

We have tried to use as little as possible from the theory of topological vector spaces,
and the theory of Gaussian measures on them. In particular, the chaos expansion which is
at the basis of most of the literature is not used at all (although mentioned here and there).
Rather, we develop the framework solely out of Gaussian random variables on a general
prob ability space and the S-transform. This entails that we cannot prove all statements
in this paper, but sometimes have to refer the reader who is interested in more details to
the standard literature. Also, we do not attempt to present things in greatest generality.
The approach taken in this paper makes it possible to unify the basic set-ups of the
white noise and Malliavin calculi, which differ essentially only by the concrete choice of
the underlying prob ability space. (The more developed aspects and applications of the
two calculi are , of course, quite different.) Moreover, we hope that our approach will be
helpful in developing numerical methods for white noise analysis and its applications.
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Except for a number of examples for more pedagogical purposes,
applications of white noise analysis discussed in this paper. Instead, the
is referred to the large existing literature, cf. e.g., [BD 95, DP 95, DP
HK 93, HO 96, KL 94, LL 93, Po 94, PV 96, Wa 91], and the references

there are no real
interested reader
96, FH 94 Hi 80,
given therein.

In this paper we shall work with three choices for the domain of the time parameter:
[0,1], lR+, and lR. Many ofthe statements and notions have straightforward generalizations
to more general domains, but this is left to the interested reader. In order to define
the corresponding spaces of Hida distributions, we construct (nuclear) spaces of smooth
functions of the time parameter in an Appendix. This is done with the help of concrete
choices of standard systems of functions, namely the trigonometrie, Laguerre, and Hermite
functions.
In Section 2 we state our basic assumptions and define the S-transform of random
variables. In Section 3 the measurability of random variables with respect to the filtration
of Brownian motion is characterized in terms of the S-transform, and the S-transform
of Ho integrals is computed. Martingales with respect to the Brownian filtration are
charaeterized via the S-transform in Section 4. In Seetion 5 we construct the space of Hida
distributions, state the characterization theorem and two of its corollaries. These results
are then used to extend the not ions of measurability and martingales to generalized random
variables and processes which are Hida distributions. In particular, with our definition of
a generalized martingale white noise becomes a martingale. In Section 6 we give a short
introduction to differential calculus with Gaussian random variables.
2. Gaussian Random Variables, S-Transform
Let (0" B, P) be a prob ability space. We assume that Band all other (j-algebras in
this paper are P-complete. For the time parameter we choose the following sets: [0,1],
lR+ = [0,00), or lR, and denote them by T in all three cases. T is equipped with the Borel
sets B(T) and Lebesgue measure..\. (For simplicity, integrals of functions, say f, with
respect to ..\ will be denoted by fr f(t) dt etc.)
We make the following basic assumption:
(H.1)

...

There exists a family (Xh, h E C~(T)) ofreal centered Gaussian random variables
on (0" B, P), with covariance determined by the inner product (.,.) on L2(T, ..\):
JE(XhXf) = (h,l), where (h, I) = fr h(t)f(t) dt.

Note that if h,

f

E

C~(T),

a E lR, then Xh+a<f is P-a.s. equal to Xh

+ aXf.

Clearly, (H.1) implies that for all h E C~(T), Xh E LP(n, B, P) _ LP(P), for all
p 2: 1. (We choose all spaces LP(P) to be real in this paper, except where otherwise
noted.) The monotone convergence theorem entails that also expXh E LP(P) for all
p 2: 1, h E C~(T), and that exp(aX~) E L2(P) if a < (4Ihl;)-I, where 1.12 denotes the
norm on L2(T, ..\).
Since we can approximate h E L2(T,..\) by a sequence (hn E C~(T), n E JN) in
..\), it follows that (Xhn, n E JN) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(P), and we denote its
limit by Xh. It follows that this extension of Xh to h E L2(T,..\) is also a.s. linear, and

L2(T,
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(Xh, h E L2(T, )..)) forms a centered Gaussian family with covariance lE(XhX f)
Choosing h = l[o,t) for t E T, we obtain a Brownian motion (Bt = X1[O,t)' t

=

(h,l).
~ 0) on
our prob ability space. (As usual, we may assume that Bt denotes the version with a.s.
continuous sampIe paths.)
Conversely, if instead of (H.1) we assume in the cases T = [0, 1]' lR+ that we are
given a standard Brownian motion (Bt, t E T) on (0" B, P), then we prove that (H.1)
holds: for given h E C~(T), let [to,t] be a finite interval in T so that supph C [to,t].
Consider a refining sequence (Pn, n E N) of partitions Pn, given by t1, ... , tN(n)-l E [ta, t],
to < tl < t2 < ... < tN(n)-ll
N(n) E N (tN(n) = t), so that the mesh of Pn tends to zero
as n tends to infinity. Set
N(n)

Yn

:=

L h(ti-l)(Bti

- Bti_J.

i=l

Then (Yn, n E N) converges in L2(P) to a centered Gaussian random variable, denoted by
Xh, with variance Ihl~. If h, f E C~(T) one obtains (e.g., by polarization) lE(XhXf)
=
(h,l). Hence we can replace (H.1) by:

.

(H.1')

(T

=

[0,1] or lR+) There exists a Brownian motion (Bt, t E T) on (0" B, P) .

We shall always assume that the random variables Xh, h E L2(T, )..), and Bt, t ~ 0,
are related as above. In particular, we have lE(X h Bt) = Joth( u ) du. Furthermore, if for
t E T, Bt denotes the sub-O"-algebra generated by (Bs, s E [0, t]), and h has essential
support in [0, t] (i.e., l[o,W . h = 0, )..-a.e., where .e denotes complement in T), then Xh is
Bt-measurable. If ess-supp h C [0, t]e, then we find that Xh is independent of Bt.
In our next assumption we require that "the random variables in L2 (P) are functions
of the Gaussian random variables X h ". However, instead of formulating this in terms of
a measurability condition (in a sense the weakest form) we use a (stronger) functionalanalytic condition:
(H.2)

The algebra A generated by the Gaussian random variables (Xh, h E C~(T))
dense in L2(P).

is

In case T = [0, 1] or T = lR+, we have equivalently
(H.2')

(T = [0,1] or T = lR+) The algebra A' generated by (Bt, t E T) is dense in L2(P).

(To see the equivalence of (H.2) and (H.2'), one has to observe that with hn -+ h in
L2(T, )..), one gets Xhn -+ Xh in every LP(P), p ~ 1.) We mayaIso replace (H.2) by
(H.2")

The algebra £ generated by (eX", h E C~(T))
span of (eX", h E C~(T))) is dense in L2(P).

(which coincides with the linear

(H.2) and (H.2") are equivalent because on one hand the Taylor series Ln(n!)-l
exp(Xn) converges in L2(P) to exp(Xh), and on the other hand
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XI:

of

converges in L2(P) to Xh, as n tends to infinity.

In the standard models for (0.,13, P), namely the white noise space (which is often
only considered for the choice T = R) and the Wiener space (usually for T
T = R+) the hypotheses (H.1) and (H.2) are fulfilled.

=

[0,1] or

Next we define our central tool:

Definition 2.1

For Y E L2(P), h E C~(T) define
SY(h) := lE(Y : eXh

:),

where
: eXh

= (lEeXh

:

=

)-1

eXh

eXh-~lhl;.

Remarks 1. Since £ is dense in L2(P) it follows that S is injeetive: if SY(h) = 0 for
all h E C~(T), then lE(Y'P) = 0 for all 'P E £, and therefore by density Y = 0 P-a.s.
(henceforth we suppress "P -a. s." ).
2. We have already observed that Xh has a continuous extension to h E L2(T, >') in
L2(P). Thus for Y E L2(P), also h 1---* SY(h) has a continuous extension to h E L2(T, >')
(which we denote by SY, too).
3. It is useful to note that if g, h E L2(T, >'), then

if and only if g and are h are orthogonal.
The most important
following.

Example 2.2

example of the calculation of an S-transform

is probably the

Let j E L2(T, ..\). Then

(S : eXJ :)(h)

= e(f,h),

h E L2(T, >').

(2.1)

For h = 0 the relation is evident. For h =I- 0, write j = Ihl;-2 (f, h)h + j1.. with j1..
orthogonal to hin L2(P). Thus Xf.l. and Xh are independent and therefore

(S:

eXJ

:)(h) = lE(:

e1hl;-2(f,h)Xh

:: eXh

:)

= e-~lhl;-2(f,h)2_~lhl;

lE(eXdI+lhl;-2(f,h»)

= e-~lhl;-2(f,h)2_~lhl;

e~lhl;(1+lhl;-2(f,h»2

=

e(f,h).

Note that x 1---* eax-~a2u2
is the generating funetion of the Hermite polynomials Hn,u2(x),
with (variance) parameter (J"2. Hence from (2.1) we get by differentiation the
formula
n E ]No

(2.2)
4
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For example,

•

(l

t

S(B; - t)(h) =

h(s)ds?

As another example consider white noise B(t),
motion. It is well-known that the limit

i.e., the time derivative of Brownian

(2.3)
cannot exist in the sense of a usual random variable. In particular, it is easy to check that
this limit cannot exist in L2(P). On the other hand, if we compute the S-transform of
(.6.t)-l (Bt+~t - Bt) at h E C~(T), we get

t+~t

l

(.6.t)-l

h(s)ds

---?
~t-l-O

t

h(t),

which is well-defined, and suggests that the limit (2.3) might exist in a weaker topology
than the L2 (P)-topology. This is one of the motivations to consider generalized random
variables and processes, which will be done in Seetion 5.
3. S-Thansform of Ito Integrals
In this seetion we derive the well-known formula for the S-transform of Ho integrals with
respeet to Brownian motion. However, we give a proof which is solely based on the usual
construetion of the Ho integral and quite different to the standard proofs in the literature,
which use the representation of Ito's integral in terms of the adjoint of the gradient operator
(cf. Section 6).
The formula we are aiming at is very simple, and therefore also quite useful. It is
the starting point of very many applications of white noise analysis. For simplicity and
without loss of generality, we assurne throughout this seetion that T = [0,1] or T = lR+
We begin with a very simple but useful result.
Lemma 3.1

Z = JE(YIBt)

Let Y, Z E L2(P), and for t ~ 0, let Bt = t7(Bs, 0 ::; s ::; t).
if and only if SZ(h) = SY(l[o,t] . h) for all h E C~(T).

Then

Proof We denote ht = l[o,t]h, ht = h - ht. Note that ht and ht are orthogonal in
L2(T, >'). Since : exp(Xh.L) : is independent of Bt and has expectation one, we find
t

JE(: eXh

:

IBt) = JE(: eXht
=:

Hence we obtain from the projeetion

eXht

::

e xht

IBt)

:.

property of the conditional expectation

C~(T):
S(lE(YIBt))(h)

:

=

JE(JE(YIBt)

=

JE(YJE(: eXh

= SY(ht).
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:

eXh
:

:)

IBt))

for h E

The injectivity of the S-transform
Corollary 3.2

concludes the proof.

Let Y be in L2(P).

0

The following are equivalent:

(i) Y is Bt-measurable.
(ii) For all h E C~(T),
(iii) For all h E C~(T)

SY(h) = SY(l[o,t] . h).
and all 9 E C~([O, t]C), SY(h

+ g) = SY(h).

Remarks
In (ii) one can replace h E C~(T) by h E L2(T, -\), and in (iii) h E C~(T),
9 E C~([O, t]C) resp., by h, 9 E L2(T, -\) with ess-suppg C [0, t]C, without changing the
equivalence of the statements. The point of the reformulation (iii) of (ii) is that (ii) does not
extend straightfowardly to generalized random variables in the space of Hida distributions
(cf. Section 5).
Proof We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, and show first "(i) {:=:}
(ii)": Y is Bt-measurable if and only if JE(YIBt) = Y. By injeetivity of the S-transform
this is equivalent to S(JE(YIBt))(h) = SY(h) for all h E C~(T). By Lemma 3.1 the last
statement is equivalent to SY(h) = SY(ht) for all h E C~(T).
Next we prove "(ii) {:=:} (iii)". Actually, the implication "(ii) ::::}(iii)" is trivial. Assume that (iii) holds, and note that by continuity also (iii) extends to all h, 9 E L2(T,-\)
with ess-suppg C [0, t]c. Now let h E C~(T) and set h = l[o,t] . hand 9 = l[o,W . h. But
then (iii) implies (ii) for

h.

0

Theorem 3.3 Assurne that (¥t, t E T) is a Bt-adapted
all h E C~(T), t E T,

process in L2(P

@ -\).

Then for

(3.1)
where the stochastic integral on the lefthand side is the Ito integral.
Proof
It is well-known (e.g., [Do 52, 0k 85]) that there exists a refining sequence of
partitions of [0, t] - say, given by 0 = to < t1 ~t2 < ... < tn-1 < tN(n) = t, n E W,
and for each n E W a simple, Bt-adapted process Yn which is constant on each subinterval
[tk-l, tk), so that
N(n)

L Yn,tk-l (Btk -

Btk_1)

k=l

converges in L2(P) to Jot Ys dBs, as n tends to infinity (the mesh of the partition tending
to zero with n -+ +00, and the convergence is uniform in tranging over compacts of T).
Moreover, we have that Yn converges to Y in L2(P @ -\), as n tends to +00.
Using the continuity of the inner product of L2(P) we get
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•

One can use for example the dominated convegence theorem to justify the interchange of
the expectation and the differentiation w.r.t. a in the last equation. We rewrite the last
expectation as an S-transform and get
: eXh

: )

= e - ~ Ihl~ dd SYn,k( h + a1.6.k)

e ~ Ih+cl'16.k I~ I

a

0'=0

= e-~Ihl~ .i-SYn,k(h)

e~lh+O'l6.k I~

da

I

'
0'=0

where we used Corollary 3.2 and the remark following it. Hence we find that

and
N(n)

t

(S

1,

y,dB,)(h)

= n~oo

~

1.-1
tk

SYn,k(h)

h(s)ds

The last sum can be written as follows:

Since

Yn converges

to Y in L2(P 0..\) as n tends to infinity, we obtain (3.1).

o

As an illustration of equation (3.1) we give a proof of Ito's formula

,,'

where f belongs to the Schwartz space S(lR) of rapidly decreasing Coo functions. The
proof below is essentially a copy from [HK 93]' where this is proved even for tempered
distributions f. Such generalizations can easily be proved £rom (3.2) by taking appropriate
limits. On the other hand, the argument below does unfortunately not extend in an obvious
manner to the Ho formula for general (Ho) diffusions.
Here we shall deviate from the convention that we take all spaces of random variables
real: for a moment it will be convenient to use complex random variables - the S-transform
and all proved relations extend linearly to this case.
In order to show (3.2) it is sufficient to prove for all h E C~(T):

1.' Sf'(B.)(h)

heu) du = Sf(B,)(h)

- Sf(B,)(h)
7

- ~

1.'

SJ"(B.)(h)

du,

(3.3)

because of Theorem 3;..3and the fact that the S-transform
Fourier transform of f:

f(x)

= (27l")-~

L

is injective. We write

f

as the

eiax J(a) da,

JE

with
S(lR). In the following the various interchanges of integrals are all easily jusitified
by Fubini's theorem.

l

l

t

t
Sf'(Bu)(h)

h(u) du =

= (27l")-~
= (27l")-~
= (27l")-~
=

L
l (L
l (L
L (l
r (l

iaeiaBu J(a)da

S((27l")-~

(27l")-~

t

ia(SeiaBu)(h)J(a))

(27l")-~

ia e-~a2u+ia Jouh(v) dvJ( a) da) h( u) du
t

ia J( a)

t

J(a)

L

L

-~a2u+ia 10uh(v) dv du) da

2

eia Jouh(v) dv-~a2u du) da
J(a)(S(eiaBt)(h)

1

r

1

S((27l")-~

+ ~a2)e

du

J(a) (eia J: h(v) dv-~a2t _ eia Jo' h(v) dv-~a2s

+ 2(27l")-2
=

e-~a2u+ia Jouh(v) dvh( u) du) da

(~

s

+ ~a21t

= (27l")-~

h(u) du

t

JIR

=

)(h)h(u)du

2~

(

.

JIR a f(a) Js S(etex

L

- ~s(lt

- S(eiaB')(h))
B

da

u)duda

J(a) (eiaBt - eiaB.) da )(h)

((27l")-~

L

(ia?l(a)eiaBu

l

da) du )(h)

t

=

Sf(Bt)(h)

- Sf(Bs)(h)

- ~

Sfl/(Bu)(h)

du.

In a similar manner one can solve a number of simple stochastic differential equations,
such as linear equations, along the above lines. Here is a typical, simple example:
Example 3.4 Let f be a function in Lfoc(T, -\), and consider the initial value problem
given by the following Ho equation

dyt = f(t)yt

dBt,

with the initial condition Yo = Yo E lR. Taking the S-transform of the equation we get for
every h E C;:O(T) the initial value problem

aYt = f(t)Yt

h(t)dt,
8

Yo = Yo,

--.

where yt denotes the S-transform

of yt. The last problem is readily solved:

v
Lt

= Yo e

r f(s)h(s) ds
0

•

But according to Example 2.2, this is the S-transform

yt

= Yo : e Xl [O,t)
= Yo e

f

of

:

r fes) dB.-~ r f(s)2 ds
0

0

whichis the solution of the Ito equation.
4. Martingales
In this section we provide a convenient criterium in terms of the S-transform for when a
given Bt-adapted process (yt, t E T) in L2(P) is a martingale W.r.t. the filtration (Bt, t E
T). (Recall that in Corollary 3.2 we characterized (Bt, t E T)-adaptedness in terms of the
S-transform.) It will be convenient to assume T = [0,1] or lR+ in this section.
Theorem 4.1 Let (yt, t E T) be a ßt-adapted process in L2(P).
(yt, t E T) is a
(ßt, t E T)-martingale if and only if for all s, t E T with s ~ t and all h E C~([O, sD the
following holds
(4.1)
Syt( h) = SYs( h).

Proof

Let Y be a (ßt, t E T)-martingale, s, t E T with s ~ t, and h E C~(T). Taking the
S-transform of both sides of the equation JE(ytIßs) = Ys, we get S(JE(ytIßs))(h)
= SYs(h).
Applying Lemma 3.1 with Z = yt, we obtain Syt(1[O,s] . h) = SYs(h), which entails (4.1)
for h E C~([O, sD.
Conversely, assume that (4.1) holds for all s ~ t and all h E C~( [0, s]). By continuity,
(4.1) extends to h E L2(T, >..) with ess-supp h C [0, sJ. Let 9 E C~(T) and denote gs =
l[o,s] . g. By Lemma 3.1,
SJE(ytIBs)(g) = Syt(gs)
= SYs(gs)

= SYs(g),
where we used Corollary 3.2 in the last step.
IE(ytIßs) = Ys'

Injectivity of the S-transform

implies
0

Remark
It would be nice to characterize also the sub- and supermartingale properties by
the S-transform. Necessary conditions are easily derived as above, but sufficiency seems
to be a difficult problem, since one would have to conclude from the positivity of an Stransform the positivity of its inverse. But in general the positivity of the S-transform
may not imply positivity of the random variable: a counterexample in the context of
Hida distributions can be found in [HK 93, Example 4.30J. Whether the condition that
yt E L2(P) rules out all such counterexamples is not known to uso
9

As a trivial application one just needs to look at equation (3.1) to see that every Ho
integral defines a martingale. Moreover, if we define gt := l[o,t] . 9 for 9 E Lfoc(T, A), then
the above result together with equation (2.1) tell us that : exp(Xgt) : is a martingale w.r.t.
the filtration (ßt, t E T).

5. Hida Distributions
As already pointed out at the end of Section 2, it is useful to consider limits of sequences
of random variables which converge in weaker topologies than the one of L2(P).
This
leads to generalized random variables, much in the same way as one discusses generalized
funetions in the finite dimensional setting. There are many choices of spaces of generalized
random variables. In this section we shall only discuss the so-called Hida distributions,
although many results of this section can be generalized to other spaces of generalized
random variables (cf., e.g., [Hi 80, HK 93, IK 89, KLS 94, PT 95]) as weIl. There are many
results about the space of Hida distributions and its various generalizations. We refer the
interested reader to, e.g., [HK 93] and the literature quoted there for more details, results,
and proofs of some of the results below.
As in the finite dimensional case, we shall first construct aspace (S) of smooth random
variables in L2(P) with a stronger topology. This can be done along the recipe for the
construetion of nuclear spaces given in the Appendix. However, for this we would need the
chaos expansion of L2(P), which we want to avoid in this paper. Instead, we work with
analogues of the number operators in the Appendix in their form as differential operators,
and define these analogues on the dense linear hull of the exponential functions.
Again, we consider the three cases T = [0,1], T = R+, or T = IR. The corresponding
self-adjoint differential operators from the Appendix, which we denote by A in all cases,
are:
A = J-/j. + 2 (periodic boundary conditions);
T = [0,1]:
T = IR+:

T= IR:

t/ tt + ~t + 1;
A = te - /j. + t + 1.
A =-

2

)

Note that we have added constants to the number operators given in the Appendix, to
ensure that the speetrum of the operator A is strietly larger than 1. This guarantees that
the space (S) we construct is nuclear.
For h E C;;a(T), we set

f(A)

.

• eXh

. = . eXAh .,
.
..

and extend this definition linearly to the dense subspace £. Thus f(A) is a
operator on L2(P), and it can be shown that it has a unique, self-adjoint
[Co 53, Si 71]), which we denote by the same symbol. Moreover, the
spectrum of f(A) is 1 (the eigenfunetions being the constants: choose h =
the following defines for every pE No a (Hilbertian) norm on £:

11<p112,p:=

IIf(A)P<plb

densely defined
extension (e.g.,
bottom of the
0 above). Thus

<PE £,

where 11 . 112 = 11 . 112,0 is the norm of L2(P). Now we define a subspace (S)p of L2(P) as
the completion of £ with respeet to the norm 11 . 112,p. One can check that the sequence
10

((S)p, P E No) of Hilbert spaces forms achain as in the Appendix, and therefore its
intersection (S) is a countably Hilbert space. Furthermote, it turns out that (S) is nuclear.
Its dual (i.e., the space of continuous linear functions on (S)) is called the space of Hida
distributions and is denoted by (S)*.
Before we come to the next result - which will enable us to work efficiently with (S)
and (S) * - we mention that by construction £ C (S).
In order to make the so far relatively abstract space (S)* more concrete, we extend
our central tool - the S-transform - to (S) *: for <PE (S) * we set

S<P(h) := ((<P,: eXh

:)),

hE C':(T),

(5.1)

where ((., .)) is the dual pairing between (S) and (S)*. That (5.1) is a legitimate definition
is due to the before mentioned fact that £ C (S). Note that S<Pis an everywhere defined
function on Crgo(T). It is useful to consider aspace of functions on Crgo(T) with the
following properties:
Definition 5.1

The space of functions Fon

Crgo(T) which satisfy:
on Crgo(T), i.e., for all g, h E Crgo(T), the

(A) F has an extension which is rayentire
function x 1-+ F(g + xh) on :IR has an entire analytic extension to the complex plane
(which we denote by z 1-+ F(g + zh));
(B) F satisfies the following bound: there exists a positive constant K and a continuous
seminorm 11 . 11 on S(T), so that for all h E Crgo(T) and all z E ~,

IF(zh)1

~ K elz1211h112;

is denoted by U.
In the preceding definition we used the Schwartz space S(T) constructed in the Appendix, and the notions of convergence and continuity in S(T) defined there.
The next result goes under the name "characterization theorem for Hida distributions". For the detailed proof, refinements, variants and by-products we refer to [HK 93,
KL 94, PS 91] and the literat ure quoted there.
Theorem

5.2

The S-transform

is a bijection from (S)* onto U.

The most interesting part of this statement for applications is that S is onto, i.e., that
the S-transform is invertible. (And this is also the only non-trivial part of its proof: that
it is injective follows as injectivity on L2(P), and that S maps (S)* into U is simply due to
the fact that the exponential function is analytic. Let us give a quick sketch of the proof
that S is surjective for the reader who knows the chaos expansion: given F E U we use
(A) to write the Taylor series of z r----+ F(zh).
The Taylor coefficients are n-multilinear
functions of h, and we would like to identify them with the kerneis of the chaos expansion
of a <PE (S)*. To this end, one uses (A), (B), and the Cauchy estimate to establish that
these kerneis indeed satisfy the properties of those of an element in (S)*.)
Example 5.3

h

1-+

h(t), h(t)n,

Let t E T, t > 0, n E N, and consider the following mappings on Crgo(T):
exp(h(t)).
According to aremark in the Appendix, they are all continuous
11

on S(T), and they are certainly in the class U. Henc.e by T~eorem 5.2 they corr~spond
to certain Hida distributions, which we denote by B(t), : B(t)n :, and : exp(B(t)) :,
respectively. In order to understand their probabilistic meaning we need the next result,
which is a by-product of the proof of Theorem 5.2 ([DP 96]' cf. also [HK 93, KL 94, PS

91]):
Theorem 5.4 Assume that (M, d) is a metric space, and that Fis a mapping from M
into U. Suppose furthermore, that the continuous seminorm 11 . 11 on S(T) and the constant
K for F(a), a EMin Definition 5.1 can be chosen uniformly with respect to a E M, and
that for each h E C~(T), the mapping a f-+ F(a)(h) is continuous. Let ~(a) = S-1 F(a).
Then the mapping a f-+ ~(a) is continuous from (M, d) into (S) *, equipped with its strong
topology.
One of the uses of the last theorem is to discuss limits: typically, if c -t 0 in IR, and
Fe is an element in U with the properties stated in Theorem 5.4: Fe satifies (A) and (B)
above uniformly in c ranging over a neighborhood of zero, and for every h E C~(T), Fe(h)
converges to Fo(h), then the corresponding Hida distribution ~e converges strongly to ~o.
(One can discuss differentiability with respect to a parameter in a similar manner: [DP
96, Po 94].) For the Hida distributions in Example 5.3, we consider again the difference
quotient

+ ~t)

(~t)-1 (B(t
whose S-tranform

at h E C~(T)

- B(t)),

is

t+ßt

(~t)-1

j

h(s)ds.

t

It is quite obvious that the requirements of Theorem 5.4 are fulfilled (say, for ~t in an
interval [-8,8] with 8 > 0 small enough so that t - 8 2: 0). Therefore, the difference
quotient above converges strongly in (S)* to B(t). Hence we have constructed white noise
B(t) at time t as a Hida distribution. The other examples are similar: for : B(t)n :, one
chooses

where Hn,u2 is the n-th Hermite polynomial with variance parameter 0'2 > 0 (cf., Section
2). By equation (2.2) (choose f = ~rl1[t,t+ßt]), the S-transform of the above expression
is equal to (~t-l

ßt

ftt+

h(s)dsr.
An application of Theorem 5.4 therefore shows that
Hn,ßt-1 ((~t)-I(B(t
+ ~t) - B(t))) converges strongly in (S)* to : B(t)n : - the n-th
renormalized power of white noise. For the renormalized exponential: exp(B(t)) : of
white noise one starts with the expression
exp (~t-l

(B(t

+ ~t)

- B(t)) - ~~t-l).

The details are left to the interested reader.
Another useful by-product of the proof of the characterization
integrals of Hida distributions (e.g., [HK 93, KL 94]):
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theorem pertains to

Theorem 5.5 Let (X, A, J.l) be a measure spaee, and assurne that Fis a funetion on X
with values in U. Suppose that
(i) for eaeh h E C~(T), the mapping x 1-+ Fx(h), x EX is A-B(lR) measurable;
(ii) there exist positive funetions K1 E L1(X, p,), Kz E LOO(X, p,), and a eontinuous seminorm 11 . 11 on SeT), so that for all z E Q:;, h E C~(T), and J.l-a.s. x EX,
IFx(zh)1 :::;K1(x)eK2(x)lzI2I1hI12.
Then

f x Fx dJ.l( x)

defines a Hida distribution whieh is given by the Pettis integral

L
where if!x

= S-l

if!xdp,(x),

Fx.

Remark In the above statement one ean aetually use as well the notion of the Boehner
integral on one of the constituent Hilbert spaees (S); of (S) *.
With the help of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 one can eonstruet and analyze many interesting
examples of Hida distributions, for instanee the classieal Donsker delta funetion, see below,
and, e.g., [HK 93].
Another useful observation is that the spaee U is obviously an algebra under pointwise
multiplieation. Hence Theorem 5.2 implies that there is abilinear mapping from (Sr x (Sr
into (S)*, ealled the Wiek product, so that for any two Hida distributions if!, W, their Wiek
produet if! 0 W has S-transform given by Sif! . SW. For more details and applieations we
refer to [HK 93, HO 96, KLS 94] and the literat ure quoted there.
Next we use our framework to generalize stoehastie integration with respeet to Brownian motion, and the not ion of martingales.
Let (yt, t E T) be a generalized proeess in (Sr, i.e., we assurne that for each t E T,
yt E (S)*, and that t 1-+ yt is weakly measurable (that is, for every 'P E (S), (yt, 'P) is a
measurable funetion of t). Suppose furthermore that Ft(h) given by Ft(h) = Syt(h) . h(t)
satisfies the eonditions ofTheorem 5.5 with respeet to the measure spaee (T, SeT), ..\). Then
fT Syt(h) h(t) dt, is the S-transform of a Hida distribution, whieh itself is an integral over
T. In view of formula (3.1) we have extended Itö's stoehastie integral to yt:
Assurne that (yt, t E T) is a generalized stoehastie proeess in (S)*, so
that (t,h) 1-+ Syt(h). h(t) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.5 on (T,B(T),..\).
Then
the inverse S-transform of fT Syt(h) h(t) dt, ealled the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral ofY,
is denoted by

Definition 5.6

l

yt dB(t).

Among other applieations, this extended stoehastie integral is useful when one wants to
integrate processes Y whieh are not Bt-adapted. In partieular, it applies to the integration
of proeesses whieh antieipate the future of the Brownian motion.
In view of Lemma 3.1 it is natural to make the following definition:
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5.7 Let cl? be a Hida distribution, and let t E T, t 2: o. cl? is called Btmeasurable, if for all h E C~(T) and all 9 E C~([O, t]C), Scl?(h + g) = Scl?(h). Assume
that T' = [a, b] or T' = [a,+00) is a subinterval of T with a 2: O. If Y is a generalized
process in (S) * indexed by T' so that yt is Bt-measurable for every t E T', then Y is called
Definition

(Bt, t E T')-adapted.
Remark

Note that by definition a generalized random variable cl? E (S)* which is Btmeasurable is also Bt,-measurable for all t' E T with t' 2: t.
All examples in Example 5.3 are for fixed t > 0 Bs-measurable for s 2: t,
but not Bs-measurable for s < t. In particular, white noise, its renormalized powers,
and its renormalized exponential are Bt-adapted for t > O. As another example consider
Donsker's delta function: 8x 0 B(t), t > 0, x E lR. It is well-known, that it is a Hida
distribution, and that its S-transform at h E C~(T) is given by: Pt( x,
h( s) ds), where
Pt(x, y) is the usual heat kerneion the realline. (With Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 this is an
easy exercise using the representation

Example 5.8

J;

(8x, f)

=

lim (27r)-ljn
n-+oo

f(y)eik(x-y)

dy.)

-n

Hence we see immediately that 8x oB(t) is Bt-adapted for all t > O. Consider the HitsudaSkorokhod integral
Ys dBs of a (Bt, t E T')-adapted generalized stochastic process Y.

J:

Then it follows from the definition that

(J: Ys dBs,

t E T') is also (Bt, t E T')-adapted.

Finally, we extend the notion of a martingale (with respect to the Brownian filtration)
to processes in (S)*. To this end, we use the condition in Theorem 4.1 which characterizes
L2(P)-martingales
in an equivalent way:
Definition 5.9 Let T' be as in Definition 5.7, and assume that Y is a generalized process
which is (Bt, t E T')-adapted. Y is called a martingale with respect to (Bt, t E T') if and
only if for all t, s E T' with s :::;t and all h E C~([O, s]), Syt( h) = SYs( h).

Remark

Based on results in [Hi 80], smaller extensions of the not ions of Bt-measurability
and -martingal~s have been considered in [BP 95]. There, sub- and supermartingales were
also discussed.

Example 5.10

First, one realizes that it follows directly from the definition that the
Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral of an adapted process is a martingale with respect to Bt.
Moreover, it is obvious that white noise, its renormalized powers and exponential function
are Bt-martingales for t > O.

6. Differential

Calculus

We conclude this paper with a short introduction to the differential calculus. Although
most of the important notions and formulae can be obtained in our general framework,
for a detailed study it is of advantage to use the standard set-ups of white noise and/or
Malliavin calculus. In particular, n should have the structure of a topological vector space
etc. However, since we do not intend to give the full theory of differential operators, the
general framework is sufficient for our purposes.
14

First we prepare the following set of random variables as the domain of the differential
operators: for given n E lN, we let C~(lR n) denote the inflnitely differentiable functions on
IRn which, together with all their derivatives, have at most exponential growth at infinity.
We denote by cJi,e(n) the set of all random variables Y over (n,B, P) for which there
exists nE lN, h1, •.. , hn E C~(T), and f E C~(IRn) , so that

(6.1)
Note that Cfi,e(n) is a dense subspace of L2(P).
h E C~(T) we set

For Y E cJi,e(n) of the form (6.1), and

(6.2)
(We leave it to the interested reader to check that DhY is well-defined.)
have DhY E cJi,e(n). In particular, we get for g, h E C~(T),

Dh : exp(Xg)

:

= (h,g):

exp(Xg)

Note that we

: •

In order to obtain an integration by parts formula, we compute for f, g, h E C~(T),
(Xh : eXg

:,: eXf

:)

= e-t(lgl~+lfl~)

dd lE( eXg+J+c<h) I
Cl!

=

(Dh :

= (Dh

eXg :,: eXf

: eXg

:,: eXf

0=0

:)
:)

+ (h,f)e(g,J)
+ (: eXg :, Dh

: eXf

:).

Therefore, the adjoint D'h of Dh with respect to P is given by the formula

(6.3)
(We have shown that formula (6.3) holds at least on the dense domain £. From there it
extends to the natural domain of D'h, which turns out to be the same as the one of Dh.
Anyway, we have equality (6.3) at least on cJi,e(n).) From (6.3) it is plain to derive the
commutation relation: [Dh,D;J = (h,g)L2(T,>..).
Note that we can write (6.2) also as

(6.4)
with

(6.5)
(We might also write Ot as Dot.)

Equation (6.4) shows that Ot defines a gradient.
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An important second order differential operator is the so-called number- or OrnsteinUhlenbeck-operator N given by
00

N :=

L D;kDek'
k=O

where (ek, k E No) is a CONS of L2(T, ..\). The chaos expansion of L2(P) that we mentioned several times before is then the spectral decomposition of N. There are other interesting second order differential operators which have been investigated in the literature.
We refer for example to [HK 93] and the literature cited there.
Now we derive the intertwining formulae with the S-transform.
get (as usual h, 9 E C~(T))

For Y E C/i,e(n), we

(SDgY)(h)

= DgSY(h)

(6.6)

(SD;Y(h))

= (g, h)SY(h),

(6.7)

where Dg on the right hand side of (6.6) means the usual directional (Gateaux) derivative.
Let us write the right hand side of (6.7) as fT g(t)h(t)SY(h) dt, and observe that if we set
for fixed t E T, F(h) = h(t)SY(h), then F E U. The corresponding Hida distribution is
denoted by
so that we have

a;y

(Sa;Y)(h)

= h(t)SY(h),

tE T.

(6.8)

But then a comparison with (3.1) and Definition 5.6 shows that the Ito and HitsudaSkorokhod stochastic integrals of a process Y (satisfying the appropriate conditions specified in Sections 3 and 5, respectively) with respect to Brownian motion can be written
as

l a;yt

dt.

(6.9)

Appendix: On Nuclear Spaces
In this appendix we give a construction and some examples of nuclear vector spaces.
Nuclear topological vector spaces have among others two properties, which single them
out among general topological vector spaces: On one hand they are not too far away from
finite dimnesional vector spaces in the sense that their compacts are characterized as in
finite dimensions, namely as bounded and closed. On the other, they are particularly easy
to handle with respect to tensor products: one has the "nuclear" or "kernei" theorem.
Here, we shall only be concerned with nuclear countably Hilbert spaces, which is a
sufficiently large class for our applications. The reader who wants to learn more ab out
nuclear spaces is referred to the standard literature, e.g., [Pi 69, GV 64, Tr 67].
A countably Hilbert space 1{ is by definition the limit (i.e., as a set the intersection)
of achain
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r--------------------,.-------------------

-_.-

of separable Hilbert spaces Hn with norm I . In, n E No, so that Hn+1 is injectively, densely
and continuously embedded into Hn for all n E No. One equips H with the metric given
by:
d(u, v) = L 2-n (1 +
n=O

lu -

vln)-llu

- vln,

u, v E H.

H is ealled nuc1ear if for every n E No there exists m E No, m 2: n, so that the
injeetion
£rom Hm into Hn is of Hilbert-Schmidt
type, i.e., if for every CONS (er, 1 E
N) of Hm the series
converges.
From a Hilbert space point of view, nuclear countably Hilbert spaces are easy to
construct by the following recipe: assurne that we are given a separable Hilbert space Ho
and a CONS (e~, k E No) in Ho. Let N denote the number operator with respect to
(e~, k E No) on Ho: set

t:

L:llt:erl~

00

V(N)

00

= {u E Ho; u = LUke~,with

Lk2lukl~
k=l

k=O

< +oo},

and for u E V(N) define
00

Nu = Lkuke~.
k=l
Then it is easy to see that N is well-defined and self-adjoint.
nE N,
00

V(Nn)

Similarly, one defines for

00

= {u E Ho; u = LUke~,with

Lk2nlukl~
k=l

k=O

< +oo},

00

Nnu = L knUke~.
k=l
It is obvious that V( Nn) equipped with the inner product
(u, v)n := ((1 + Ntu,

(1 + Ntv)o,

(., .)0 being the inner product of Ho, is a Hilbert space Hn, and by construction these
Hilbert spaces form a chain as above. Moreover, for n E N, (ek, k E No) defined by
ek := (1 + k)-ne~, is a CONS in Hn. It follows immediately that the embedding of Hn+1
into Hn is of Hilbert-Schmidt type for every n E No. Therefore this chain of Hilbert spaces
defines a nuclear space H =
Hn.
Now we apply this recipe to the space L2(T,..\) (real) for the three choices of T that
we use in this paper:

nn

Example A.l
define

T

= JR+. Let

Lk, k E No, denote the Laguerre polynomial of degree k, and
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called Laguerre function of degree k. It is well-known that (lk, k E JNo) is a CONS in
L2(lR+, A) (e.g., [Sa 77]). Consider the differential operator A defined by

d d

1

- dt t dt + 4t.

A :=

Then the Laguerre functions are eigenfunctions of A:

Thus the number operator is in this case equal to A -

t.

We claim that in this case the nuclear space 1i consists of infinitely differentiable
functions which, together with all their derivatives, vanish at +00, fast er than any inverse
power. (StricHy speaking, we show that U E 1i has aversion with these properties.
But in the sequel we shall not distinguish between the class u and its unique continuous
representative.) Let us sketch an elementary proo£. Assume that u E 1i1, that is, u has
the expansion

in L2(lR+,A)

with coefficients

Uk

so that

L= k

2

kl2

IU

<

+00.

k=O

Consider t E lR+, and the following estimate

=

Lluk1k(t)l:::;
k=O

=

00

luolo(t)l+

(LelukI2)~(Lk-211k(t)12)~,
k=l
k=l

due to Schwarz' inequality. Now we use the bound

e.g., [AS 72]' and conclude that the series u(t) := I:~o Uk lk(t) converges absolutely for
all tE lR+, uniformly in t E lR+. Hence u is a continuous function, vanishing at +00. Next
suppose that u E 1im, m E JN, m 2: 2. Let L~m), k E JNo, m 2: 0, denote the modified
Laguerre polynomials, and note that L~O)
(L(m»),
k
-

= Lk'

_L(m+l)

k-l'

Then we have the relation:

k E JN

,

which can be found in [Sa 77]. On the other hand we have the estimate
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([AS 72, 22.14.13]) which gives

..

sup e-t/2IL~m)(t)1

=

Om(km).

tEJJ~+

Hence, by a similar estimate as above, we see that u E Hm entails that u is m - 1 times
continuously differentiable, and all its derivatives up to order m -1 vanish at +00. Finally,
in order to see that if u E H, u and all its derivatives vanish fast er than any inverse power,
one can use the following relation (e.g., [Sa 77]):

tL~m\t)

= -(k + l)L~~i

(t)

+ (2k + m + l)L~m)(t)

- (k

+ m)L~~i

(t),

t E JR+,

and proceed as before.
Example A.2 T = JR. This example is quite classical, cf., e.g., [Hi 80, RS 72, Si 71]. In
this case we choose the Hermite funetions (hk, k E JNo) as a CONS of L2(JR, A). Since they
are eigenfunetions of the differential operator
d2

1

H = -(-- 2
2
dt

+t2)

with eigenvalues k + ~,we have that in this case the number operator equals H - ~. In [Hi
80, RS 72, Si 71] it is proved that the nuclear space H in this case is the Schwartz space S(JR)
of rapidly decreasing Coo funetions on the realline. A more elementary argument, similar
to the one sketched in Example A.1, can be done if one uses the well-known recursion,
differentiation, and multiplications formulae for the Hermite polynomials, together with
the bound
sup Ihk(t)1
O(k-1/12),

s

tElR

which can be found, e.g., in [Sz 39].
Example A.3
T = [0,1]. We choose the CONS of L2([0, 1]' A), given by (1, Sk, Ck, k E JN),
with Sk(t) = V2 sin(27l"kt), q(t) = J2 cos(27l"kt), t E [0,1]. We make a minor modification
of the above recipe by allowing the number operator in this case to have multi pli city 2
of its eigenvalues greater or equal than 1, and choose N equal to (25/47l")-1y'_~, where
~ is the Laplacian with periodic boundary conditions. Thus the norms of the spaces Hn
above are equivalent to usual Sobolev norms on [0,1], the spaces Hn are Sobolev spaces
of perodic functions. The nuclear space H is in this case (either by an application of the
Sobolev embedding theorem or by a straightforward calculation) the space of infinitely
differentiable periodic funetions on [0,1].
In all three case we shall denote the nuclear space H by S(T) and call it Schwartz
space over T. We remark that it is easy to use the arguments for u E S(T) to be Coo
sketched above to establish that the seminorms SUPt lu(t)l, SUPt lu'(t)l, etc. are continuous
on S(T).
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